In this paper, we investigate the energy system design problems with the multi-generation technologies, i.e., simultaneous generation of multiple types of energy. Our results illustrate the economic value of multi-generation technologies to reduce spatio-temporal demand uncertainty by risk pooling both within and across different facilities.
Introduction
Energy systems are multi-dimensional: Electricity, heat, oil, natural gas and even biofuels, are distributed to meet demand with supply. An interesting feature of the energy systems is that their dimensionalities are intertwined: Multiple types of energy can be generated simultaneously; Consequently, the optimal design for the value chain of one type of energy, i.e., from generation to distribution, should not be independent from another. This, however, poses great challenges to policy makers and system planners.
In this paper, we investigate the energy systems design problems when multi-generation technologies are available. Co-generation of heat and electricity is a best-known example of such technologies, which increases overall energy efficiency compared with separate production of heat and power [14] . By making more efficient use of fuel inputs and renewable sources, multi-generation technologies also allow low carbon emission [17] . A prominent trend in multi-generation technologies is that, different energy solutions and devices are increasingly installed at the users' premises to supply their local multi-energy needs [4] .
Our research contributes to the state-of-the-art from a system perspective. In this paper, we address the following two research questions:
• How to design an energy production network which integrates macro-level strategic decisions (facility location, multi-generation technology investment, etc.) and micro-level operational decisions (production planning, energy transportation etc.)?
• What is the economic value of the multi-generation technologies under demand uncertainties for energy?
To be specific, the first research question explores methodologies for the system design problems. The second research question is motivated by the fact that both inter-temporal and spatial demand uncertainties pose fundamental challenges to the design and optimization of energy systems. For example, adequate cooling demand in the summertime and thermal demand in the wintertime are needed to make their joint generation economically feasible [17] . From this perspective, we not only make methodological contributions to tackle this challenge, but also offer insights on the value of the multi-generation technologies to policy-makers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature. Section 3 introduces our model setup. In Section 4, we carry out the analysis. In Section 5, we describe our computational method, and provide numerical examples. Section 6 concludes this paper with a discussion of the future research directions.
Related Work
Multi-generation technologies in power and energy systems become increasingly attractive to the research community. A holistic multi-energy system assessment (gas, heat and power) is conducted in [5] . The flexibility design problem to cope with the uncertainty in wind power generation is addressed in [9] . In addition, investment in system flexibility helps the integration of wind power to the combined heat and power network [3] . The existing literature often relies on variations of the unit commitment model [8, 15, 16, 18, 19] , or dynamic control [13] , to solve a dynamic scheduling problem. However, this approach restricts its application to the micro-level operational decisions due to its computational complexity. In contrast to the aforementioned traditional approach, we model the production scheduling component using an asymptotic proxy, which implicitly implements a dynamic allocation of production capacity, while abstracting away from the scheduling details. This formulation is capable of being integrated with both macro-and micro-level decisions in energy systems.
Facility location problems have been studied extensively in the operations research community.
The integrated approach of network design is proposed in [22] , which is shown to be superior than solving location and capacity planning problem separately. Our model is also related to the literature on the transportation cost minimization [26] , and service scheduling problem [20] . The integration of the process flexibility into the network design has been studied by [11, 12] .
Our model is also related to network flexibility design literature, such as [7] and the references therein. Nevertheless, we avoid any a priori flexibility assumption by taking an engineering approach (stochastic programming with chance constraints). Note that this methodology has been also applied to the unit commitment problems [23, 25] . The classic solution to such stochastic program is by scenario sampling [2] , or robust optimization [10] . In this paper, we adopt an approximation that is analogous to the "square-root staffing rule" from the queueing theory [24] , and derive a tractable approximation as mixed-integer second-order conic program (MISOCP), which is less conservative and better interpreted than the existing approaches.
Model
Energy network. We consider an energy network consisting of energy production facilities (plants, denoted by a set I), to supply and satisfy local demands (customers, denoted by a set J) of multiple types of energy. A plant may use different energy production units (equipments, denoted by a set L) to meet local demands from customers. Customers generate demands for different types of energy (denoted by a set K).
Customers. The customers' energy demands follow Poisson distribution. We assume that orders from different demand locations are independent. We parameterize the demand uncertainty by a scenario ω, which is drawn from the sample space Ω (collections of all scenarios). Thus, we can write the demand from customer j for energy k under a given scenario ω as a Poisson random variable λ jk (ω). The expectation of a customer j's demand for energy k, which is the mean for the corresponding Poisson random variable, is denoted by Λ jk . Potential revenue from satisfying unit demand for energy k is V k , regardless of customer.
Plants.
A plant is to be placed at a chosen location, and the setup cost for the plant at location i is f i . We use a binary decision variable Z i to decide whether a plant should be in potential location i. We can generate the distance between customer j and facility location i as d ij .
The transportation cost φ k (d ij ) can be any bounded function of distance d ij , and also depending on the energy type k. The cost of unit equipment l to be invested at location i is denoted by g il , where the set of all equipments is L. X il is a decision variable representing the number of equipment l available at location i. Equipments can be placed at location i only when a plant has been set up at this location, i.e.,
where M is an arbitrarily large positive number, e.g., the maximum number of equipments exhausting all investment.
Multi-generation technology. Since an equipment represents a multi-generation unit, we use π(k) to denote the set of equipments which can be used to produce energy k, while π −1 (l) denotes the types of energy which can be produced by equipment l. To model a flexible energy production system, we assume a many-to-many mapping between the types of energy and multigeneration units. Equipments differ in their flexibility. The production capacity at each plant for energy k is determined by both the dedicated production units and the multi-generation units which can be used to produce energy k.
Production scheduling. We define Y ijk (ω) as a binary variable if energy k from customer j should be produced from location i. Without loss of generality, the production rates of different equipments are deterministic and are normalized to one. A feasible production schedule should assign at least one plant to produce energy k for customer j, i.e.,
At the planning stage, the demands are not realized yet. The planner needs to consider the uncertainty so that the equipments have sufficient capacity for demands with high guarantee. Let ξ ⊆ 2 K be any subset of energy (wherein the notation 2 K represents the power set of K). The aggregate production capacity for this set of energy is k∈ξ l∈π(k) X il , while the aggregate demand for this set of energy is k∈ξ j Y ijk (ω) λ jk (ω) . For small α, the service guarantee constraints (resource constraints) require that:
which intuitively means that the aggregate capacity exceeds demand with high probability. For given equipment investment decisions {X il } ′ s, these service guarantee constraints pin down feasible production schedule decisions Y ijk (ω).
Note that this formulation does not require the knowledge of which equipment is producing energy for a particular customer. From a queueing theory perspective, it is similar to a multi-server queueing model, which implies that, a state-dependent dynamic scheduling policy will be required to implement the optimization solution in practice [1] . We will provide further discussion on this issue in section 4.2.
Hierarchy of decision making. Macro-level strategic decisions include facility location and equipment investment. At the beginning, a planner would decide how many plants are necessary, and where they should be located. In addition, investment for different equipments are made. Micro-level operational decisions include production and transportation planning. After customers place orders, demands for energy are realized. The planner decides which plant should produce energy to satisfy the demands. Once production plans are scheduled, the corresponding transportation costs are determined.
Objective. The planner maximizes the aggregate revenue subtracted by the aggregate cost:
Since the revenue is constant for each type of energy, it is equivalent to adopt a cost-minimization framework, including transportation costs, equipment investment costs, and plant setup costs, respectively. The expectation is taken over probability P associated with the sample space Ω.
We summarize the nomenclature in this paper as follows.
Ω
The set of all possible realization of uncertainty.
P Probability measure for the uncertainty.
I
The set of all potential locations for energy production.
J
The set of all customers (demand locations).
K
The set of all types of energy. L The set of all equipments. Y ijk (·) Whether energy k at j is to be produced from i (for given state or scenario).
X il Number (integer) of equipment l available at location i.
π(k)
The set of equipments to produce energy k.
The types of energy produced by equipment l.
Analysis
In general, the problem is intractable due to the uncountable set of scenarios Ω. We now add more structure to the probability space. Suppose that the demands are determined indirectly by some finite underlying states. In addition, we define Y ijk (s) as a binary decision variable whether the demand of energy k from customer j should be satisfied from the production at location i when the state is s. The set of all states is S and each state takes place independently with probability p s .
Intuitively, a "scenario" is a random draw that can be viewed as "raw data", while a state represents market condition. The production decisions would be pooling for each state. The motivation to use "state" in our formulation instead of "scenario" is to estimate average demand intensity under different market conditions
, and assume that Λ jk (s) → ∞. The resource constraint can be replaced by
Under such a resource investment policy, the system performance is analogous to the qualityand-efficiency-driven regime (QED) in queueing theory [24] . Note that we need to assign at least one plant to produce energy k for customer j for every state instead of every scenario, i.e., we require that i∈I Y ijk (s) = 1, ∀j ∈ J, k ∈ K, s ∈ S. We summarize our model as follows:
Minimize i∈I,j∈J,k∈K,s∈S
Flexibility Structures due to Multi-Generation Technologies
In general, the capacity constraints RE-ξ are needed for all possible combinations of energy types.
We need to eliminate the redundant constraints to reduce the size of the optimization programs.
Proposition 1. Consider a partition ξ t ⊂ ξ, for some t = 1, 2, ..., t < ∞, wherein {ξ t }'s are collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive. If ∩ t=1,2,.. (∪ k∈ξt π(k)) = ∅, then RE-ξ is redundant.
Example 1 (Dense chaining). Suppose we have |L| types of equipments and |K| = |L| types of energy. We consider a particular dense flexibility structure. Each equipment can be used to produce |L| − 1 types of energy, i.e., π −1 (l) = {1, 2, ..., l − 1, l + 1, ..., |L|}, ∀l = 1, 2, ..., |L| − 1. For ∀i ∈ I, s ∈ S, the number of binding resource constraints can't be greater than |L| + 1.
Example 2 (Star-flexibility). Suppose we have |L| types of equipment and |K| = |L| − 1 types of energy. Equipment l = 1, 2, ..., |L| − 1 can only be used to produce one type of energy each, i.e., π −1 (π(k)) = k, ∀k = 1, 2, ..., |L| − 1. Equipment l = |L| could be used to produce all types of energy, i.e., π −1 (|L|) = K. For ∀i ∈ I, s ∈ S, the number of binding resource constraints can't be greater than 2 |L|−1 − 1.
Capacity Allocation: Responsive vs. Anticipative
We propose an alternative model in which the planner explicitly allocates the production capacity for every equipments. Define ∆ ilk (s) as the proportion of time each equipment l is scheduled for energy k at location i. The model (P-1) can be modified as:
In what follows, we compare this model (P-2) with (P-1).
Proposition 2. The aggregate cost under anticipative allocation (P-2) provides an upper bound for that under responsive allocation (P-1).
The names "anticipative" and "responsive" are motivated by the resemblance of our resource constraints to the Conservation Law in queueing theory [21] . Using an analogy in queueing systems, (P-2) is called "anticipative" since we know how many servers (equipments) will be used for certain types of customers (energy). (P-1) is called "responsive" since the optimization results only inform us what equipments should be pooled together to produce what types of energy, the implementation of which requires a dynamic scheduling mechanism. Intuitively, with a fixed production schedule in (P-2), the planner fails to take advantage of the flexibility structure dynamically (in response to the realization of demands). Thus, the planner does not make full use of the risk pooling instrument, and (P-2) yields a higher aggregate cost.
Computational Techniques and Numerical Examples
(P-1) is a mixed integer program, which is difficult to solve. However, we can show that it can be solved easily under reformulation.
Proposition 3. (P-1) is equivalent to the following tractable MISOCP.
Using this computational technique, we conduct numerical experiments to illustrate the economic value of the multi-generation technologies in lieu of the spatial and inter-temporal demand uncertainty for energy: the average demand is drawn from a two-type distribution wherein we interpret the demand difference between two states as "inter-temporal" while the difference among locations as "inter-spatial". We observe the following impacts of the multi-generation technology from the numerical experiments:
• It reduces uncertainty by pooling capacity both within and across different facilities.
• It can compensate the loss in de-centralization due to the increase in the transportation cost.
• It can amplify the risk-pooling effects due to centralization triggered by increasing setup costs.
The readers are referred to the Appendix for details of these major observations summarized in the main paper.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the system design problems in energy systems when multi-generation technologies are available. Our modeling framework can be adapted to incorporate extensions.
For example, in many cases, we would like to improve over the existing infrastructure instead of designing the entire system. This case can be handled by replacing the corresponding decision variables with known parameters. In addition, some operational rules may have strategic impacts, such as some upper and lower limits for production capacity and equipment start-up costs. These can also be taken care of with additional operational constraints in the optimization problem.
In terms of future research, it will be fruitful to apply our methodology by focusing on a particular sector, so that more structural results can be generated to develop a problem-specific optimization algorithm. It will be also desirable to implement our methodology in case studies for a specific energy market. Furthermore, we assume in this paper that the demand is uncertainty (statedependent) while the energy production is stationary. For the integration of certain sustainable energy, such as wind power, the energy supply can also be uncertain (state-dependent). Another interesting direction is to incorporate energy storage as an alternative instrument for energy supply chain flexibility design.
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In this appendix, we first provide the detailed proofs of the main results.
Proof of Lemma 1. With the scenario aggregation that Λ jk (s) = E [λ jk (ω|s)], we can re-write the resource constraint as
Next we show that this constraint can be replaced by
as Λ jk (s) → ∞, wherein Φ is the distribution function for standard normal random variable. To see this, we replace the service guarantee by Gaussian approximation:
for ∀i ∈ I, s ∈ S, ξ ⊆ 2 K . Let a feasible investment level be to choose the minimum k∈ξ l∈π(k) X il
, the right-hand side is 1 − α due to the Central Limit Theorem.
Therefore, RE-ξ is redundant. Note that the converse is not true, i.e., if ∩ k∈ξ π(k) = ∅, then it is still possible that RE-ξ is redundant.
Proof of Proposition 2. To prove that this is a upper bound, it suffices to check the feasibility of (P-2)'s solution to (P-1)'s constraints:
The first inequality is due to the property of square-root function (or Jensen's inequality). The second inequality holds via the feasibility of (P-2). The third inequality is true since ∆ ilk (s) ≤ 1.
Since any solution of (P-2) is feasible for (P-1), (P-2) is more restrictive and thus returns a higher cost.
Proof of Proposition 3. For convenience, we write (P-1) as follows:
Since Y ijk (s) ′ s are binary, they will be equivalent to Y 2 ijk (s), by which we can re-write the resource constraints as
We can introduce variable
we can re-write the resource constraints as
Adding
on both sides:
Now the problem becomes:
We shall now prove that (P-1') and (P-3) are equivalent by contradiction. We write down (P-3)
for your convenience.
We assume that there are three different types of energy, i.e., K = {A, S, H}. There are four different equipments, i.e., L = {A, S, H, F }, where F indicates an equipment with full flexibility.
The plants are located potentially in J, a set of 18 cities (LA, SD, SJ, SF, LB, OAK, SAC, FRE, SA, ANA, RIV, STKN, HB, GNDL, BKD, FMT, MOD, SB). Demands are also from the same potential locations, i.e., I = J. There are two possible states of the world, i.e., S = {H, L}.
Transportation costs are generated proportional to the distance d ij from [6], i.e., φ k (d ij ) = φd ij and the scaling coefficient φ = 2. We assume that the investment coefficient
We use heterogeneous service rates as a generalization of the model, wherein (P1) can be easily adapted by the following modification to RE-ξ constraints:
wherein the service rates can depend on location i, the equipment l, and potentially the energy type k, without changing the structure of this optimization problem. We assume that µ A = 500, µ S = 460, µ H = 420. The multi-generation technologies can be used to produce all three types of energy, and the corresponding service rate is µ F = 400. Two states are realized with equal probability, i.e., Pr(H) = Pr(L) = 0.5. The setup costs for potential locations are proportional to the real estate prices in that city.
We consider a revenue maximizing framework, wherein valuations for energy consumption are heterogeneous, i.e., V A = 800, V S = 725, V H = 600. Equipment costs are homogeneous across all locations, i.e., g iA = 90000, g iS = 70000, g iH = 50000, g iF = 100000, ∀i ∈ I. Finally, we generate aggregate demand in proportion to the population in each city, and split across different types of energy. We choose to split in a way to generate both spatial and inter-temporal (state-dependent)
heterogeneity (see appendix for the demand distribution). Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the optimal equipment quantities for the chosen locations under both high and low spatial demand heterogeneity. We compare the results with and without multi-generation technologies. Under high spatial heterogeneity, it would be optimal to invest in the multi-generation technologies more than that under low spatial heterogeneity. In addition, with the investment in multi-generation technologies, the number of equipments needed is smaller than that in the non-flexible case. Such improvement is more significant when spatial heterogeneity is high. We summarize the insight as follows. Table 3 and Table 4 compare the optimal facility location and equipment investment decisions with different transportation costs, with and without the multi-generation technologies. With the increase of the transportation cost coefficient φ, it is optimal to set up more plants so that the demands can be satisfied by the nearest location. With the increasing number of the open sites, more multi-generation units are needed because the production capacity is more de-centralized, and the system suffers more from demand uncertainty both within and across different locations.
Surprisingly, the aggregate transportation cost decreases when φ increases from 1.5 to 2.
Observation 2. Investment in the multi-generation technologies can compensate the loss in decentralization due to the increase of the transportation cost coefficient. Consequently, the overall transportation costs could decrease.
The increase of the setup cost has the opposite effect to the transportation cost coefficient, summarized in the following observation and the remaining two tables. C Demand Data.
In this appendix, we provide the demand data we use in the numerical experiment. The demand is drawn from a two-type distribution wherein we interpret the demand difference between states "H" and "L" as "inter-temporal" while the difference among locations as "inter-spatial". We also include the location-dependent setup costs used in our calculations. 
